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a b s t r a c t 
Agent Based Modelling (ABM) is an approach for modelling dynamic systems and studying 
complex and emergent behaviour. ABMs have been widely applied in diverse disciplines 
including biology, economics, and social sciences. The scalability of ABM simulations is 
typically limited due to the computationally expensive nature of simulating a large num- 
ber of individuals. As such, large scale ABM simulations are excellent candidates to apply 
parallel computing approaches such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). In this paper, we 
present an extension to the FLAME GPU 1 [1] framework which addresses the divergence 
problem, i.e. the challenge of executing the behaviour of non-homogeneous individuals 
on vectorised GPU processors. We do this by describing a modelling methodology which 
exposes inherent parallelism within the model which is exploited by novel additions to 
the software permitting higher levels of concurrent simulation execution. Moreover, we 
demonstrate how this extension can be applied to realistic cellular level tissue model by 
benchmarking the model to demonstrate a measured speedup of over 4x. 
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY license. 
( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
1. Introduction 
A complex system is a system which involves a large number of interacting entities/individual agents. Agent Based Mod- 
elling (ABM) is a method of understanding the behaviours of such system. It allows the behaviour of entities comprising a 
complex system, to be described as a set of individual behaviours or rules. In order to explore emergent properties resulting 
from such systems, the behaviours and interactions between entities can be simulated. 
When simulating complex models using ABMs, increasing the size of the model or behavioural complexity of the individ- 
uals leads to an increase in the computational requirements. The use of parallel computing resources offers a viable solution 
to constrain these requirements and sustain reasonable simulation times even for very large or complex systems. Modern 
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) contain hundreds of arithmetic processing units that can be utilised to achieve significant 
acceleration for computationally intensive scientific applications. GPUs allow a personal computer to be transformed into a 
personal supercomputer, providing up to 12 Trillion Floating Point Operations per Second (TFLOPS) in consumer hardware 
(NVIDIA TITAN Xp). Whilst computationally powerful, GPUs differ significantly in the hardware design of modern CPUs. 
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Writing programs which are able to utilise the high levels of parallel performance requires considerable knowledge of data 
parallel algorithm design and extensive optimisation skills. 
At first glances, ABMs appear well suited to a GPUs architecture. Each of the individuals (or agents) within the system 
can be simulated in parallel. Unfortunately, this is not the case, one has to consider methods of handling communication 
(and hence synchronisation) among individual agents, sparsity within populations as a result of agent creation and death 
(life and death), and dealing with heterogeneous behaviours within the group (divergence). Solving these challenges requires 
algorithms to be designed or applied to each of this issues which uses data-parallelism to scale to the GPUs hundreds of 
tightly coupled vector processing units. FLAME GPU is an extended version of the FLAME (Flexible Large-scale Agent-Based 
Modelling Environment) framework and is a mature and stable Agent-Based Modelling simulation platform that enables 
modellers from various disciplines like economics, biology and social sciences to easily write agent-based models, specially 
for GPUs. Developed since 2008, FLAME GPU has previously addressed the challenges of communication among agents and 
life and death of agents [2] . The software is able to provide agent based modellers with the ability to target readily available 
GPUs capable of simulating many millions of interacting agents. Previous work has demonstrated that performance can eas- 
ily exceed that of traditional CPU based simulators [3] . One of the key design considerations is the use of a high level ABM 
syntax to abstract the complexities of the underlying GPU architecture away from modellers. This ensures that modellers 
can concentrate on writing models without the need to acquire specialist knowledge typically required to program GPU 
architectures. 
Aside from relatively simple (or artificial benchmark) models, complex systems are typically heterogeneous with respect 
to the exhibited behaviour of individuals. In other words, agents within ABM rarely have identical sets of rules over their 
complete life-cycle. For instance, an agent representing a typical biological cell might have a number of distinct behavioural 
stages as it differentiates between cell types. The issue of divergence or divergent behaviour within populations of agents 
is largely unsolved by FLAME GPU. The FLAME GPU user guide actively encourages the use of large population sizes to 
ensure that the GPU device (which requires many parallel operations on agents) can be fully utilised when executing threads 
corresponding to agent behaviour. Typically populations of many thousands of agents are required to ensure good utilisation 
and as such agent behaviours often contain high levels of divergence. 
The paper outlines best practices and considerations for model developers to systematically address agent heterogeneity 
on GPU architectures. The objective of this paper is therefore to propose a specific set of design considerations for imple- 
mentation of agent models to ensure efficient execution on the GPU by reducing divergence. To evaluate the performance 
improvement, the design considerations have been tested with novel implementations ( Section 5 ). The results show con- 
siderable improvements on the state-of-the-art, demonstrating the first formal provision of guidelines for best practice in 
addressing agent heterogeneity on GPU architectures in a consistent manner. 
This paper aims to consider the problem of agent divergence offering the following novel contributions; 
• We present an extension to FLAME GPU which exploits inherent parallelism within models to demonstrate efficient 
concurrent execution of divergent behaviours. 
• We introduced key design considerations for modellers which encourage high levels of parallelism within a model whilst 
minimising the effect of divergent behaviour. 
• We apply this extension to a heterogeneous cellular level biological model of tissue wound formation to demonstrate a 
simulation performance speedup of 4x on model sizes of up to 131k agents. 
The rest of this paper is organised as follow: Section 3 describes the related issues and challenges of multi-agent sim- 
ulation on GPUs. Section 4 presents design considerations required to implementing a heterogeneous model with high de- 
grees of model parallelism. Section 5 , reports the result of our experimental evaluation. Finally, we draw our conclusions in 
Section 7 . 
2. Background 
Simulation is a tool for researchers to study and better understand the behaviour of a system, as well as predicting its 
performance. A number of different methods may be used to represent the system based on the characteristic of the model. 
Typically complex system can be represented as top-down by using sets of equations to model system level behaviour or 
bottom up by modelling the individuals with the system as agents. Simulation of the ABM, often referred to as Multi-Agent 
Simulation (MAS), is a method of studying complex systems [4] which provides a natural modelling approach as often the 
individual levels behaviour are well understood. 
Due to the availability of increasing levels of computing power, a number of simulation frameworks have been developed 
and applied in different fields of engineering and science. Examples include Swarm [5] , NetLogo [6] , FLAME [7] , Mason [8] , 
and MCMAS [9] . D-MASON (Distributed Mason) is the distributed version of MASON MAS simulation framework developed 
to address the limitations on scalability (increasing the number of population) with respect to distributed hardware config- 
urations. It uses remote agent invocation to communicate between agents to effectively address issues of synchronisation 
between many communicating CPU processors. FLAME uses a formal method of agent representation based on communi- 
cating X-Machines which solves synchronisation of communication by ensuring that only indirect communication through 
messages is permitted. The use of message boards ensures that communication can be limited to only agents where there 
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Fig. 1. FLAME GPU code generation process. 
are specific dependencies on information. With respect to any distributed framework, there is an inherent latency in com- 
munication over a network which may lead to poor performance [10] . This is particularly true of simulations with high 
levels of communication compared to the level of computation. As such distributed methods are well suited to simulations 
with low numbers of highly complex agents which infrequently communicate, for example, simulation of large economic 
systems [11] . 
As an alternative to a distributed model, GPUs afford large levels of parallelism within a shared memory system and 
can, therefore, avoid communication latencies evident in distributed approaches. GPUs have been widely applied in many 
scientific research domains to accelerate applications and achieve significant computational performance improvements [12] . 
With respect to MAS, there exists a number of domain specific simulation frameworks for traffic [13] , soil [14] and blood 
coagulation system [15] . The work by D’Souza [16] describes a methodology for implementing discrete space (cellular) ABMs 
on GPU. However, the work does not consider divergence as a result of focusing only on homogeneous (sugarscape) ecology 
models. FLAME GPU [17] is a generalised framework that permits modellers from any domain to write a model without an 
understanding of the GPU architecture. Fig. 1 shows FLAME GPU code generation process which automatically translates a 
high level model description to optimised GPU code described in a series of code generation templates. 
The major design issue with FLAME GPU is that when applied to model systems of complex heterogeneous behaviours, 
the code generations creates a simulation which demonstrates divergent execution paths leading to poor computational 
performance. Divergent execution paths are a result of nearby threads requiring different execution paths at conditional 
branches during execution with Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) processors. Control flow divergent problems on GPU 
have been studied more generally outside of the MAS domain in previous works [18–21] . However, to the best of authors 
knowledge, the divergence problem for the specific use cases unique to ABM execution have never been addressed ( Fig. 2 ). 
3. Challenges of simulating ABMs on the GPU 
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) contain thousands of lightweight cores with high bandwidth access to its dedicated on- 
chip memory. Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a C/C ++ based API built around a heterogeneous programming 
model for NVIDIA GPUs. The programming model exposes the GPU device to developers as a grid of thread blocks executing 
data parallel programs (kernels). Kernel configuration is managed by the host (CPU) with kernels executed on the device 
(GPU) [22] . 
On GPUs, thousands of threads execute simultaneously, however, threads operate on a different set of data (data paral- 
lelism). Prior to the execution of GPU instructions, a fixed number of threads are grouped together in small SIMD groups 
called warps. Threads within a warp have consecutive IDs/indices and the warp size is equal to the SIMD width of the GPU 
core (32 in all current architectures). The multiple warps within the user defined blocks of threads are selected by the GPUs 
zero-overhead hardware scheduler and switched to execute on a single multi-processing unit with concurrent execution of 
instructions within the SIMD processors (otherwise known as CUDA processors). It is vital that threads within a warp do 
not diverge as this results in serial evaluation of instructions (intra-warp divergence). Where conditional code with diver- 
gent paths (within a warp) must be evaluated both code paths must be evaluated with non participating threads masking 
execution of the instruction. This results in performance degradation, in the worst case 32 individual codes paths may need 
to be evaluated by every thread. 
Other sources of divergence can occur when warps within a thread block finish their execution at a different times (i.e. 
inter-warp divergence) [24] or different memory latencies (e.g.: cache misses, uncoalesced accessed pattern) cause diver- 
gence in memory access time between warps. 
In ABM different types of heterogeneous agents may exist within a model. When behaviour is expressed as a program (or 
script) for execution on the GPU, the complexity of the behavioural rules increases the heterogeneity within the population 
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Fig. 2. CUDA programming model [23] . Each kernel is assigned to a grid, each containing a number of blocks. 
leading to potentially divergent code paths. The resulting control flow divergence has significant impact on the simulation 
performance. There are various potential solutions for control flow divergence optimisation which require threads with sim- 
ilar execution paths to be grouped prior to execution. However, control flow divergence problem within agents cannot be 
entirely eliminated due to the underlying heterogeneous behaviours exhibited. 
Other sources of divergence can potentially occur within MAS as a result of sparse population caused by agent’s life and 
death. This form of divergence has broadly been addressed in FLAME GPU and other specific GPU MAS implementations. 
For example, the use of stream compaction with Thrust [25] to avoid sparse data and fix non contiguous data layouts in 
memory as a results of removal or creation of an agent, has been discussed in [1] . 
Within FLAME GPU there is no other source of control flow intra-warp divergence other than the conditional branch 
caused by the agent state. State-based agent representation is used to specifically avoid any divergence elsewhere in the 
model execution. Although there is a possibility of potential divergence issue in the building of data structures used for 
messaging, however, the building of these data structures should be considered in isolation and these are outside of the 
scope of improving agent execution efficiency. 
3.1. State-based representation 
FLAME GPU uses an underlying state based representation that separates agents into distinct states. The state machine 
based agent representation allows agents to be separated into state lists. Processing of agents within the state list ensures 
coalesced memory access. Any state transition or agent function requires the movement of agents from one state to another 
(a.k.a transferring agents to a new state list). 
When transitioning agents between state lists, there are additional operations such as stream compaction which occur 
before and after the agent function execution. Similar to agent function, these operations are able to operate within the 
associated streams. The overhead cost associated with management of the state lists is a small percentage of the total agent 
function execution time. This has been demonstrated in a previous work [2] by breaking down the simulation time during 
a single simulation step. 
When models are designed with large numbers of states, the stream compaction filtering can effectively be used to 
minimise behavioural divergence and ensure coalesced memory access during agent behaviours’ execution. Whilst effective, 
heavy use of state based representation to minimise the divergence, leads to smaller (less divergent) state lists of agents 
which are unable to fully utilise the GPUs many cores. In order to ensure a good utilisation of resources and keep the 
GPUs many threads busy, large population sizes are required. Low population sizes within state lists result in smaller grid 
block configurations during the computation of the agent scripts. The impact of small grid sizes is that there are too few 
effective warps to either occupy the GPUs numerous multi-processors or too few warps per multi-processor to hide the 
latency of expensive memory operations. For example, the minimum agent count required to fully utilise an NVIDIA TITAN X 
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Fig. 3. Divergence in agent behaviour function can be minimised by transforming the model using multiple agent types or states. During this transforma- 
tion, the computationally expensive operations are evaluated by model designers and converted to a new agent function. 
(Pascal) GPU implementing the FLAME GPU Boids flocking model [26] can be calculated by considering the ratio of potential 
active warps on an single multi-processors to the maximum number of active warps supported by the multiprocessor (the 
occupancy) for the highest occupancy agent function (in this case the input_locations function). The occupancy in this case 
dictates the maximum number of supported thread blocks of a given block size (chosen to maximise the occupancy metric) 
required to fully utilise a single multi-processor. The 28 multi-processors are each able to support 2 blocks of 1024 threads 
requiring a minimum population size of 57,344. Future hardware will require even larger population sizes as the trend in 
GPU computing design is for increasing device nodes. 
The impact of under-utilisation is significant and as such divergent behaviour is often overlooked in model design as 
a mechanism to ensure good device utilisation. Overlooking divergence in this way potentially inhibits the abstraction of 
the GPU from modellers. As a result of designing a model to have large population numbers, there is a requirement to 
understand why this will have an impact on the performance of the model once executed. 
In the case of FLAME GPU, the issue of divergence can be resolved by expressing models with high use of states to 
first minimise divergence (at the expense of utilisation) and then concurrently executing independent agent functions on 
different multi-processors through the use of CUDA streams. Each stream is a queue of GPU operations, either memory 
movements or code execution, which can be independently dequeued where no dependencies exist. This effectively allows 
independent streams to run concurrently with respect to each other to obtain good overall device utilisation with execution 
of independent code on many small grid block configurations. We have implemented a change to the FLAME GPU code 
generation templates which enables the use of CUDA streams. This modification therefore enables simultaneous execution 
of independent agent functions ultimately exploiting parallelisms within a model, expressed through the use independent 
state lists or agent types. The implications are that reducing divergence through state groupings, no longer reduces the 
overall performance for small state list population sizes. 
3.2. Design considerations 
In order for models to take advantage of CUDA streams within FLAME GPU, divergent paths within agent function scripts 
should be minimised, particularly where large amounts of divergent code or control flow is used. This rearrangement in 
agent specification requires a modeller to create a model using design considerations that maximises the use of states and 
therefore minimises divergence within behaviour scripts. 
Fig. 3 shows a simple example FLAMEGPU model where the agent behaviour function contains conditional statements. In 
order to minimise the divergence within the FLAMEGPU model, the computationally expensive operations (e.g: messaging) 
within the divergent code are extracted and are transformed into new functions representing a new model with both a 
multiple agent type or multi state model design. In both model designs the aim is to increase independent functions which 
can be simultaneously executed by removing complex conditional code from the assigned agent functions. 
• Multi-state model is a model where an agent has multiple states. In a multi state model, the divergence within an agent 
function is handled through agent function conditions where execution of the function is controlled by the value of the 
agent variable. The condition determines if the function should be applied to all or none of the agents within a specific 
state (See pseudo code in Fig. 4 (b) which corresponds to diagram in Fig. 5 (b)). 
• Multi-agent model is a model with multiple agent types. In a multi agent type model, the divergence is handled by cre- 
ating new model with multiple agent types manually derived from divergent paths in agent functions. Agent behaviours 
are defined separately for each agent type (See pseudo code in Fig. 4 (c) which corresponds to diagram in Fig. 5 (c)). 
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Fig. 4. Minimising the divergence in the model (a) by expressing the model using two alternative representation of the agents (b,c). 
Fig. 5. Minimising Divergence by converting a single agent with multiple divergent functions (left) into either a single agent with multiple states (centre) 
or multiple agents with a single state (right). Green boxes indicate inherent parallelism within the model which can be exploited using concurrent function 
execution. 
Increasing the number of independent functions allows functions to then run simultaneously through CUDA streams 
eliminating the branches within the agent behaviour code only the non-compute intensive operations will run sequentially. 
Note that the functionality of both models (multi state and multi agent type) are equivalent. 
Given a highly divergent FLAMEGPU model characterised by agent functions with conditional statements or switches on 
a particular agent variable, we transform a single agent model to a multi type agent or a multi state model . as follows: 
1. Examine the code to find branches (e.g: conditional statements). 
2. Within each divergent code path inside the agent behaviour function, extract expensive computations (e.g: reading mes- 
sages) along with any statements outside of the conditional statement which use variables updated inside the divergent 
code. 
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Fig. 6. Examples of variable dependency at different points within the agent function. 
3. Create new agent functions from the extracted expensive behaviours. 
4. If there is no variable dependency between the conditional statement and the code outside of it, choose the first repre- 
sentation of the agents (multi agent type model) (See Fig. 6 (b)), otherwise, the choice would be to transform the model 
to a multi-state agent (See Fig. 6 (a)): 
(a) Define function conditions within each newly created agent function, so that the function should only be applied to 
agents which meet the condition and in the correct state ( Fig. 4 (b)) 
(b) Transform the single agent model to multi agent type by creating an agent per “type” where each agent performs 
behaviour derived from the single divergent code path ( Fig. 4 (c)) 
Note that the newly created functions also include the statements with variable dependency (will be explained further 
later in this section). 
5. Operations remaining in the agent behaviour are defined as a separate agent function for each agent type and will be 
serialised. Note that there is no variable dependency between these operations with the divergent code. 
To automate such procedure, a complex parsing and dependency analysis technique would be required. For example, agent 
behaviour should be described in a way to allow the extrapolation of divergent statements and presently this cannot be 
done. This is user’s responsibility to re-write the model and this can only be addressed with human intervention. 
Fig. 5 shows the two user interventions which can be undertaken to express the model using an alternative representa- 
tion of the agents. The result of these user interventions (following proposed design considerations) produces an alternative 
flowchart representation. 
Fig. 5 (a) shows a single ACTOR agent with multiple agent functions. Agent functions in this model will execute sequen- 
tially and suffer from divergence as a result of the conditional statements within agent functions. The divergence can be 
eliminated through two choices depicted in Fig. 5 (b) and (c). 
As previously explained, this choice depends on the number of variables shared between the code outside of conditional 
statement and inside it. An already defined variable agent- > x in an agent function is said to be live at a the given point 
if there is a control flow from within the conditional statement to a use of agent- > x . This means that the result of an 
computation inside of the conditional statement is used in the code outside of the condition. Pseudo codes in Fig. 6 show 
examples of variable dependency where variables are updated outside of the conditionals. In Fig. 6 (a), variables agent- > x 
and agent- > y live outside of the conditional statement and are being used in the code outside of the conditional state- 
ments whereas the agent function in Fig. 6 (b) does not have any variable dependency. 
Fig. 5 (b), shows a single ACTOR agent model which handles divergence through a state based representation. Depending 
on the ACTOR agent variable type, (i.e.: with value of A or B), agents will have divergent behaviours. Another proposed low 
divergent solution to the first model, would be to divide the divergent paths associated to a specific agent ACTOR type into 
agent types or states ( Fig. 5 (c)). More specifically, the model can be specified with multiple agent types, where each agent 
performs behaviour derived from the single divergent code path. Fig. 5 (c), shows the newly created model that has two 
agents of ACTOR _ A and ACTOR _ B and the do _ sth agent function is divided to two kernel functions of do _ sth _ A and do _ sth _ B . 
To summarise, if there is variable dependency between the conditional statement and the code outside of it, then the 
divergence within the agent function can be reduced by using the choice illustrated in Fig. 5 (b). If the variables updated 
in the divergent paths were not used in the outside code within the agent function, then newly formed functions can be 
created based on these paths as shown in Fig. 5 (c). Note that the second approach is preferable when there is no variable 
dependency as there will be no dependency or function conditions throughout the code. 
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Note that the pseudo codes in Fig. 4 correspond to the structured flowcharts in Fig. 5 . Furthermore, pseudo codes in 
Fig. 6 show variable dependencies within the example do _ sth agent function for the example model shown in Fig. 5 (a). 
Given the rules, for this particular example model in Fig. 5 (a), the transformation in Fig. 5 (b) is preferable if the agent 
function was Fig. 6 (a), otherwise, the model should be expressed using the representation of the agents in Fig. 5 (c). 
The advantage of re-arranging the model (using either multiple states within one agent or different agents type for 
each ACTOR ) is that the simulation has less divergent code, more parallelism within the model. Additionally reduction 
of divergence may also lead to a reduction in communication where previously divergent paths conditionally examined 
message inputs. 
Note that having two different states within an agent is no different to two different agents as FLAME GPU ultimately 
stores all agent data in separate state lists. Without the use of CUDA streams a model expressed with inherent parallelism 
will result in sequential execution of all agent functions. A key design consideration is proposed for FLAME GPU models 
which if followed ensures that the abstraction of GPU can be maintained; 
Divergent behaviour should be minimised within the specification of agent behaviour in favour of the use of agent state lists 
or separate agents. 
Modellers should express models in this way to promote inherent parallelism which can then be exploited by the use of 
CUDA streams. In next section, we use a case study to implement a low divergence model using the second (separate agent) 
method. 
4. Case study of implementing a low divergence model 
The Keratinocyte (cell) model [27] was developed as part of the Epithelium project [28] to model the in-vitro behaviour 
of various types of skin epithelial (tissue) cells. It is included within the FLAME GPU SDK as one of the example models. The 
model is used to study the interactions among cells during normal tissue growth and to understand source of dysregulation 
in pathology (e.g: compromised wound healing, malignant development). 
The model includes various behaviours such as cell cycles, differentiation, apoptosis, and migration. Cell cycling includes 
both cell growth and division leading to the addition of agents to the model. Differentiation behaviour represent changes to 
cells type from keratinocyte stem cells capable of infinite divisions to fully differentiated superficial cells that cannot divide 
and are ultimately lost from the tissue surface. Apoptosis simulates the removal of dead agents from the simulation cycle 
and during migration, cells actively move within a 3D continuous space environment. 
Within the FLAME GPU Keratinocyte model, cells are represented by spheres which are required to form tight bonds 
within cell colonies. Due to the force based movement of agents within the model there is a possibility of undesirable 
physical overlaps among cells, especially following cell divisions. Cell overlaps are resolved through the iterative application 
of repulsive force applied to cells the same way as any inter cellular forces that would lead to cell growth or motility. 
Resolution of the overlapping behaviours is achieved when the population reaches a convergent stable state, measured by 
a global condition representing the minimal acceptable overlap. To achieve this behaviour, a number of agent functions are 
defined specifically to perform the force resolution. Alternatively a fixed number of force resolution iterations can be applied 
to approximate the steady state. This force resolution behaviour has previously been implemented and its performance 
was compared to the CPU version [29] . In comparison with single threaded implementation within the original FLAME 
framework the model exhibits multiple orders of magnitude in performance improvement. 
4.1. Divergence problem in tissue wound model 
The Keratinocyte model has a number of different cell types represented by a single integer agent variable. Within each 
iteration of the simulation agents (cells) output their location and cell type (where 0 = stem cell; 1 = transit amplifying 
( TA ) cell; 2 = committed cell ( COMM ); 3 = corneocyte ( CORN ); 4 = HACAT ) to the message lists for other cells to read. 
Throughout the simulation, each cell performs specific behavioural rules depending on its type. The value of the type vari- 
able is determined based on a cells position in cell cycle and based on the differentiation behaviour may change throughout 
the cells life-cycle. 
The model was initially designed this way to ensure that the GPU would be well utilised by guaranteeing a large agent 
population size. The agent behaviours exhibit significant code divergence with respect to behaviour which is compounded by 
unnecessary message reading. It was designed this way to achieve good utilisation of the hardware as a divergent free model 
would have had population sizes which were too low. As discussed previously, conditional statements leads to divergence 
and ultimately degrade performance. 
5. Results and discussion 
To reduce the impact of divergence within the Keratinocyte model, we have re-specified it following the design consider- 
ations concluded in the previous section ( Section 3 ). This ensures more parallelism within the model and hence concurrent 
execution of agent functions through CUDA streams. 
Automating this approach is akin to auto parallelism. Despite years of research, fully automatic parallelisation has proven 
intractable in general. Although, it would be ideal to provide an algorithm that would automatically reduce divergent com- 
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Fig. 7. Keratinocyte model state diagram with branch divergence. 
putation for a given arbitrary model, automation of such task is exceptionally difficult. New methods of agent specification 
behaviour would be required to infer where there are divergent statements at a fine grained level (below that of agent 
functions). Currently, there is no clearly defined method of describing agent behaviour in this way. 
Fig. 7 shows the original state diagram obtained from the XML model specification file for the Keratinocye model with 
higher code divergence and Fig. 8 is the proposed model with less divergent code. The new model has multiple agent types, 
meaning there is a different agent type for each cell type and there is a distinction between messages for specific agent 
(cell) types. All agent functions have been rewritten to avoid any conditional dependencies. The modified version of the Ker- 
atinocyte model consists of multiple agents, four message types, a single initialisation function and multiple agent functions 
which include multiple birth and death allocations ( Figs. 7 and 8 ). Note that fundamentally the models have equivalent 
behaviour. The equivalence has been validated statistically as both models are Monte Carlo based and the separation at 
behaviour into new agent types changes the initial random seed values. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed low divergence model and asses the impact of our proposed design 
consideration of FLAME GPU modification we have benchmarked the two models at varying population sizes. Experiments 
were conducted using NVIDIA Pascal-based GPUs to evaluate our technique. More specifically, all the experiments are per- 
formed on a single PC with an Intel i7-2600 quad core hyper-threaded processor (3.40 GHz), 16GB RAM and an NVIDIA TITAN 
X (Pascal) GPU with 3584 CUDA cores and 12GB of memory. The generated CUDA programs by FLAME GPU are compiled 
using NVIDIAs CUDA 8.0 compiler, nvcc . 
Each simulation was performed for 10 0 0 iterations (at which point the population reaches a stable state) and the pop- 
ulation was scaled up from 512 to 131k. The same initial states were used for both models and in the initial configuration, 
cells are randomly distributed at a constant density. A fixed number of 10 force iterations was used to resolve cell contact 
forces. Fig. 9 shows the population size with respect to the iteration number. The curves in plot show that for various initial 
population number, the population growth rate during the simulation is the same. Fig. 9 therefore demonstrates that for 
any initial population number, when the density is constant, the model shows the same behaviour after a fixed simula- 
tion cycles. Fig. 10 , visualises the Keratinocyte model at iteration 0, 500, and 1000 with initial population of 512 randomly 
distributed at a constant density. 
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Fig. 8. Keratinocyte model state diagram without branch divergence. Blue dotted boxes represent inherent parallelism within the model. (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 9. Population growth rate with respect to the iteration number. Graph is equivalent for both high and low divergent model implementations. 
Fig. 10. Visualization of Keratinocyte model at iteration 0, 500, 1000. Cells are rendered as spheres. 
5.1. Overall performance 
Fig. 11 demonstrates the performance comparison of total run-time as well as cell behaviour functions 2 excluding the 
force resolution functions which contain no divergence in either case) for the two Keratinocyte models. The modified low 
divergent model achieved an overall run-time speedup of up to 4x comparing to the model with branch divergence. The 
plot shows for smaller number of population, the modified model takes slightly longer due to overhead in configuring the 
concurrent streams with the increased number of agent functions. The performance of the cell behaviour functions improve 
the cell behaviour aspect of the simulation performance by 32x due to divergence elimination in the modified model. 
In addition to the overall performance of the model, we used other metrics to demonstrate the efficiency of our pro- 
posed control flow divergence method. In Section 5.2 , we examine the standard agent function execution overhead to the 
negligibility of the overhead except for specific cases such as new agent creation. Moreover, in Section 5.3 , we explain how 
the device is kept oversubscribed in the modified model to reduce the impact of workload imbalance and achieve significant 
performance improvement. Furthermore, a more detailed analysis on the impact of divergence elimination in the modified 
model is done through measuring warp execution efficiency. The experimental results is discussed in Section 5.4 . 
5.2. Agent function overhead 
To measure the overhead of standard agent function execution, we measured the time required to execute the kernel 
only over agent function (that also includes the kernel). Results in the Table 1 reflect the fact that standard agent func- 
tion overhead is less than 1%. The table shows overhead percentage for of the original model running for 10 0 0 iterations 
with an initial population of 131k. The high levels of overhead seen for the cycle agent function is due to the creation 
2 Cell cycles, differentiation, apoptosis/death, and migration. 
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Fig. 11. Relative Speedup of the Keratinocyte model (logarithmic scale) for total run-time and cell behaviour functions (cell cycles, differentiation, apopto- 
sis/death, and migration). 
Table 1 
Breakdown of simulation time for 10 0 0 simulation steps of the original Keratinocyte model with an initial pop- 
ulation of 131k. 
Agent Function Total Runtime (s) Kernel only Runtime (s) Overhead (%)
migrate 48.00 48.09 0.18
death signal 47.88 47.96 0.17
differentiate 48.37 48.43 0.13
cycle 0.01 0.10 84.47
output location 0.018 0.79 97.67
resolve forces 9.03 9.56 5.57
force resolution output 0.18 15.07 98.75
of new agents, while the overhead of the two output _ location and force _ resolution _ output is as a result of building 
data structure for efficient message parsing in subsequent layers in the same iteration [29] . The same observations can be 
made for the modified model, e.g. agent functions have negligible overhead except for those which require the building of 
data structures or generation of new agents. As explained in Section 3.1 , the total overhead has a minor effect on overall 
performance. 
5.3. Load imbalance 
The CUDA Runtime system naturally maps blocks of threads executing a kernel to SMs. Load imbalance occurs when 
Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) are not fully utilised or if multiple waves of thread blocks are not sufficient to keep the 
device busy. In either case some level of device under-utilisation may occur. The solution is to oversubscribe the device to 
keep the SMs occupied and sustain the performance for all but the final wave of thread blocks (which will always exist for 
non regular problem sizes). 
Although state list size is smaller in the modified version of the Keratinocyte model (potentially leading to under utilisa- 
tion), execution performed by threads on these lists occurs concurrently within the multiple streams to keep the SMs busy. 
With a large number of overall threads the device is oversubscribed and the impact of any imbalance is minimised. Without 
the use of CUDA streams the individual execution of FLAME GPU kernels would be serialised, effectively resulting in a large 
number of kernel executions with reduce device utilisation. 
5.4. Warp efficiency 
To observe the impact of divergence minimisation through the implementation of our design considerations, we profiled 
the warp execution efficiency (predicated and non-predicated averaged) of both original and modified model. Warp execu- 
tion efficiency is the average percentage of active threads in each executed warp. On average, divergence elimination in the 
modified model with initial population of 131k, increased the warp execution efficiency of kernels from 58.29% to 82.19%. 
Higher warp execution efficiency indicates better performance as a result of effective utilisation of GPU compute resources. 
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6. Related work 
The resource under-utilisation problem due to thread block level resource management has been observed in [30] and 
its limitation has been first identified and addressed in [31] . The resource fragmentation and under-utilisation due to branch 
divergence have been well studied [21,32–36] . Previous works on control flow divergence proposed various techniques to 
handle the issue at compiler/hardware level. In this section, we briefly describe some of these previous research works. 
Much existing research work focuses on hardware solutions such as warp scheduling to equalise execution time disparity 
for warps in the same thread block. An early work by Xiang et al. [24] uses a warp level resource management technique 
that dispatches a partial thread block to an SM, if it has resources for one or more warps. A partial thread block is launched 
when there are no resources to launch a full thread block. In this method, when a warp finished its execution, the allocated 
resource is released to be used by a new warp. One of the limitations to this approach is that the new thread block can 
be allocated if its shared memory requirement is met. This is due to the fact that the allocation and deallocation of the 
shared memory are done at the thread block level. Lee et al. proposes techniques to predict and identify critical warps at 
runtime [37,38] . While critical warps will be scheduled more frequently than others, the waiting time of warp for others 
is not eliminated in this approach. A Two-level warp scheduler to reduce the execution latencies was proposed by Narasi- 
man et al. [39] . In the proposed method, warps are divided into groups and scheduled in round robin manner. Gebhart 
et al. [40] proposed a two-level warp scheduler focusing on energy efficiency for high throughput processors. There are 
exiting research work focusing on techniques to improve memory and cache to minimise the impact of long memory laten- 
cies [41–44] . 
Fung et al. [36] proposed a hardware implementation to dynamically regroup threads for more efficient Single Instruc- 
tion Multiple Data (SIMD) branch execution on GPU. Hardware solutions require changes that may increase complexity and 
hardware cost in scheduling logic, register file, etc. In addition to hardware solutions, software-based techniques to min- 
imise control flow (inter-warp) divergence have also been proposed. Software solutions can be applied to GPUs without any 
hardware changes. Chen and Shen [45] proposed a compiler transformation to reassign the tasks in sub-kernels to the par- 
ent threads. Anantpur and Govindarajan [46] proposed compiler based control flow linearisation technique to handle branch 
divergence by converting an unstructured control flow graph (CFG) to a structure CFG. 
Other solutions were proposed to eliminate/minimise the branch and thread divergence [21,34,35,47] . 
In this work, the aim is to reduce intra-warp divergence of existing hardware and software models rather than use 
hardware solutions such as warp scheduling to hide warp execution latency. The above hardware approaches are orthogonal 
to our software-based approach and may stand to benefit anticipated cases of inter-warp divergence occurring naturally 
during runtime. Our approach of proposing design considerations to minimise intra-warp divergence is similar to that of 
the software based approaches however the FLAME GPU software uses the state lists grouping explicitly to avoid control 
flow divergence. 
7. Conclusion 
Simulation of complex systems through ABM provides a computational challenge due to the amount of computational 
performance required to simulate all individuals within a large population. The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) presents a 
potential solution while creating other challenges related to the use of resources. 
This paper has presented an overview on some of the challenges associated with simulating ABMs on the GPU, one of 
which is control flow divergence. We have proposed a design consideration and an improvement to the state of the art in 
GPU ABM software. The combination of these contributions eliminates thread divergence as a result of having conditional 
statements that would lead to irregularities in control flow and ultimately degrade simulation performance. 
The proposed contributions were evaluated through the implementation of a Keratinocyte model. We compared the ex- 
ecution time of the transformed model with its original version on TITAN X GPU to demonstrate that our divergence op- 
timisation solution reduced the overall impact of control flow divergence by 4x. With respect to the behavioural aspect of 
the model which specifically suffer from divergence we demonstrated a 32x speedup. This suggests that the non divergent, 
force resolution, part of the Keratinocyte model has a significant impact on overall performance. It is likely that the im- 
pact of our work will have considerably larger impact on models where divergence is more prevalent throughout the entire 
model design. 
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